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Abstra t

Among all basi on-line load balan ing problems, the
only unresolved problem was load balan ing of temporary tasks on unrelated ma hines. This open problem
exists for almost a de ade, see [Borodin El-Yaniv℄. We
resolve this problem by providing an unapproximability
result. In addition, a newer open question is to identify
the dependen y of the ompetitive ratio on the durations of jobs in the ase where durations are known. We
resolve this problem by hara terizing this dependen y.
Finally, we provide a P T AS for the o -line problem
with a xed number of ma hines and show a 2 unapproximability for the general ase.
1 Introdu tion

On-line load balan ing was extensively studied in the
last de ade (e.g., [1, 2, 3, 5, 10, 11, 13, 16, 18, 20,
23℄). The basi problem ontains the identi al, related,
restri ted and unrelated models for permanent and
temporary tasks. Tight bounds were given to all these
problems ex ept one: the assignment of temporary tasks
to unrelated ma hines remained open. We present an
unapproximability result by employing a y li load
transfer method. Another more re ent open question
posed in [12℄ is whether the ase where job durations
are known at their arrival is provably harder than that
of permanent jobs. We answer this question in the
aÆrmative. We rst summarize the results presented
in this paper. Let m denote the number of ma hines
and T the duration of the longest job.
 For on-line unrelated assignment of temporary
tasks with unknown durations, we show an
(m= log m) lower bound whi h almost mat hes a
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trivial O(m) upper bound. For randomized algorithms we show an (m=(log m)2 ) lower bound.
 For on-line restri ted assignment of temporary
tasks with known durations,
q welog Tpresent a lower
p
bound of ( m) and of ( log log T ) on the ompetitive ratio of any on-line algorithm (deterministi or randomized). These lower bounds also hold
for assignment on unrelated ma hines.
 For oine assignment of temporary tasks on unrelated ma hines, we present a PTAS for the ase
where the number of ma hines is xed. For the
ase where the number of ma hines is not xed,
we present a lower bound of 2 (provided that P 6=
NP ).
We also provide two additional results for interesting spe ial ases of temporary tasks assignment in
the unrelated ma hines model with unknown durations.
Spe i ally, we show tight results for ertain ases of the
related-restri ted model and of the restri ted ma hines
model.
De nitions and previous results: We onsider
the problem of non-preemptive load balan ing of temporary tasks on m unrelated ma hines. Ea h job (task)
has an arrival time and a departure time, and should
be assigned to one ma hine immediately upon its arrival. Ea h job j is asso iated with a loads ve tor
(wj (1); :::; wj (m)). If job j is assigned to ma hine i,
it in reases the load of ma hine i by its
on that
ma hine, wj (i), for the duration of the job. The load
on a ma hine at a ertain time is the sum of the loads
aused by the jobs assigned to it at that time. The goal
is to minimize the maximum load over ma hines and
time. Note that the load and the time are two separate
axes of the problem. In the
setting we
assume that when a job arrives its duration is given to
the on-line algorithm and in the
setting we assume that the departure time is known only
when the job a tually departs.
An important spe ial ase of the unrelated ma hines
model is the spe ial ase alled the
. In this ase, a job j an only be assigned to a
subset of the ma hines that depends on the job. On ea h
of these ma hines it auses the same load wj . This is
weight
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equivalent to a loads ve tor that ontains only the values
wj or 1. The results
in [4℄ (and later in [21℄) show a
lower bound of (pm) on the ompetitive ratio that
any on-line algorithm (deterministi or randomized)
may have for restri ted assignment of temporary tasks
with unknown durations. An on-line algorithm
for this
problem with a ompetitive ratio of O(pm), was later
presented in [6℄ (the \Robin-Hood" algorithm) thereby
proving that the lower bound of (pm) is tight.
Unknown durations: Apart from a trivial upper
bound, no on-line algorithmpfor the unrelated assignment model exists. The ( m) lower bound for restri ted assignment mentioned above ([4℄) dates ba k to
1992 but was still the best lower bound for unrelated
assignment. Our results show that a trivial O(m) ompetitive algorithm is almost optimal hen e proving the
unapproximability of this model. Spe i ally, by using
a y li load transfer method we a hieve an (m= log m)
lower bound. The open problem mentioned in [12℄ regarding the existen e of a better approximation algorithm is thus answered negatively. We extend the unapproximability result to randomized algorithms as well.
Known durations: The ompetitive ratio of
(pm) for the restri ted assignment model is usually
regarded as a high ompetitive ratio, so in [6℄ it was suggested to onsider this problem
in the known-durations
ase, hoping to beat the (pm) bound, and get a polylogarithmi ompetitive ratio. This seemed plausible
sin e the best known lower bound for the known durations ase was only (log m) [7℄ (proven for the speial ase of permanent tasks). Indeed, the work of [6℄
made a step in this dire tion by showing an O(log mT )
- ompetitive algorithm, where T is the duration of
the longest job (in dis rete time units). Thep ompetitive ratio of this algorithm is lower than ( m) for a
large range of T . The obvious intriguing question, also
presented in the survey of [3℄, was whether we an indeed improve on the (pm) lower bound and a hieve a
O(polylog(m))- ompetitive algorithm. Surprisingly, we
answer this question negatively, by extending
the lower
bound of [21℄ to a lower bound of (pm) that holds
for the known durations ase. This bound is tightp by
the upper bound for unknown durations. Our ( m)
lower bound holds for unrelated ma hines as well (sin e
restri ted assignment is a spe ial ase). This result also
answers an open question presented by Borodin and ElYaniv in [12℄. They asked whether there is any ma hine
model in whi h one an prove a lower bound for temporary tasks assignment with known durations whi h is
higher than the ompetitive ratiopof permanent tasks
assignment in that model. Our ( m) lower bound for
restri ted assignment of temporary tasks with known
durations is stri tly higher than the O(log m) ompet-

itive ratio for the ase of permanent tasks.qWe note
that as a fun tion of T our lower bound is ( logloglogT T )
whi h an be ompared to the O(log T ) upper bound of
[6℄ (assuming T  m).
Oine results: Next we onsider the assignment
of temporary tasks on unrelated ma hines in the oine
setting. In the spe ial ase of
tasks, the
tasks do not depart (all the departure times equal
1). Horowitz and Sahni presented an FPTAS for
permanent tasks assignment on a xed number of
unrelated ma hines (i.e., the number of ma hines is not
a part of the input) [17℄. A PTAS for this problem was
also presented by Lenstra et al. [19℄. For permanent
tasks assignment on an arbitrary number of unrelated
ma hines, Lenstra et al. [19℄ and Shmoys and Tardos
[22℄ presented algorithms with an approximation ratio of
2. In addition, Lenstra et al. proved that no algorithm
an rea h an approximation-ratio better than 32 for the
arbitrary number of ma hines ase, unless P = NP [19℄.
Unlike the permanent ase, solving the problem of
tasks assignment on unrelated ma hines annot be done by standard rounding te hniques. The
problem arises from the two separate axes of the problem and this extra dimension is known to turn problems into intra table ones or very hard to approximate [15, 14, 9℄. In order to obtain a PTAS after all,
we had to use a two-dimensional rounding te hnique.
While the above applies to the ase of xed number
of ma hines, we also prove that when the number of
ma hines is not xed (i.e. is part of the input), no algorithm an a hieve an approximation ratio lower than 2
unless P = NP . This lower bound is higher than the 32
lower bound for permanent tasks and almost separates
the two settings.
The problem of temporary tasks assignment on
identi al ma hines is another spe ial ase of our problem
whi h was onsidered in [8℄ and provides the foundation
for our algorithm. In this spe ial ase, the load that a
job auses depends only on the job and it is identi al
for all the ma hines (i.e. wj (i) = wj for 1  i  m). A
PTAS for this problem in the ase where the number of
ma hines is xed was presented in [8℄. They also proved
a lower bound of 23 for the ase of an arbitrary number
of ma hines, provided that P 6= NP . Again, the lower
bound that we present for our problem is higher than
the lower bound for this spe ial ase.
permanent

temporary

2 Tasks of Unknown Duration
2.1 Unapproximability of the Unrelated Model

In this se tion we present the unapproximability
result for online load balan ing of temporary tasks on
unrelated ma hines. Namely, we show a lower bound of

(m= log m) almost mat hing an upper bound of O(m).
It an be seen that the simple algorithm assigning
ea h job to its fastest ma hine is an O(m) ompetitive
algorithm.
We pro eed with the unapproximability result:
Theorem 2.1. Any online algorithm for the load balan ing of temporary tasks on

(m= log m)

unrelated ma hines

is

on e one of the oordinates ex eeds k=2, the sequen e
is ompleted after a nite number of phases, or spe i ally, at most O(k2l ) = O(m2 log m ) phases.
In what follows we omplete the proof by showing
an optimal assignment where the maximum load does
not ex eed 1 during the whole sequen e. In ase the job
arriving at phase t is assigned by the online algorithm
to mia (t) , i = 0; :::; l 1, then the optimal algorithm
assigns it to ma hine mia+1+1 (t) . Otherwise, the online
algorithm assigns the job to mal (t) in whi h ase the
optimal algorithm assigns the job to ma hine m10 .
First, jobs assigned by the optimal assignment to
m10 are assigned by the online algorithm to an a tive
ma hine in Ml . Sin e that ma hine's load is not more
than k=2 and all other ma hines in Ml are empty, the
in urred load on mj 10 is at most 1=2. Now onsider
jobs assigned to mi+1 , i = 0; :::; l 1, by the optimal
assignment. These are assigned by the online algorithm
to the a tive ma hine in Mi . Moreover, when they were
assigned, the load on the a tive ma hine in Mi was at
least (j 1)=2 and less than j=2. Therefore their total
load on a ma hine in Mi is at most 1=2 and their total
load on a ma hine in Mi+1 is at most 1.
Con luding, the above sequen e was shown to have
an optimal assignment of maximum load 1. Moreover,
as long as the online maximum load is below k=2 the
online load ve tor was shown to in rease lexi ographially. This ontradi ts our assumption that an online
algorithm with ompetitive ratio below k=2 exists and
ompletes the proof.
i

i

ompetitive.

Let k be the largest integer power of 2 su h that
k  m=log m. Assume by ontradi tion that there is an
online algorithm whose ompetitive ratio is below k=2.
We des ribe a sequen e of jobs given by an adversary
su h that there exists an optimal assignment whose
maximum load is at most 1. The sequen e ends as
soon as there is a ma hine whose load in the online
assignment is at least k=2.
The lower bound is omposed of l = log k sets of k
ma hines ea h. The sets are denoted by M1 ; M2 ; :::; Ml .
In addition, ja ma hine denoted by m10 is used. Also,
denote by mi the j 'th ma hine in the set Mi , 1  i  l,
1  j  k. Note that the total number of ma hines
used, l  k + 1, does not ex eed m (when m > 2).
The adversary pro eeds in phases. Before the start
of phase t, we de ne a set of l + 1 ma hines whi h we
all a tive. One ma hine in ea h Mi is a tive and we
denote its index by ai (t). The ma hine m10 is always
a tive and we use the notation a0 (t) = 1. The load of
mia (t) , i = 0; :::; l, in the online assignment is denoted
by bi (t). We begin with setting ai (0) = 1 for i = 1; :::; l.
A phase is omposed of an arrival of one job and
the departure of a set of jobs. The job presented by the
adversary has in nite weight on non-a tive ma hines.
Its weight on mia (t) is 2i =k for i = 0; :::; l. Assume the
online algorithm assigns it to ma hine mia (t) . In ase
the new load, bi (t + 1), is k=2 or more the sequen e
stops. Otherwise, the phase is ompleted with the
departure of the jobs assigned by the online algorithm
to mia+1+1 ; :::; mal (no jobs leave when i = l). The set
of a tive ma hines for the next phase is set as follows:
aj (t+1) = 1 for any i+2  j  l and unless i = l we also
set ai+1 (t + 1) = 1 + b2bi (t) . All other a tive ma hines
stay the same. Note that sin e bi (t) < k=2 the above
de nition of ai (t + 1) is valid, that is, ai (t + 1)  k.
Also note that by the above onstru tion, non-a tive
ma hines are always empty.
If we onsider the ve tor of loads of the online assignment, (b0 (t); b1 (t); :::; bl (t)) we note that the ve tor
in reases lexi ographi ally after ea h phase. That is,
at least one of the oordinates in reases while all previous oordinates do not hange. The in rease is by at
least 1=k. Sin e the adversary sequen e is ompleted
Proof.

i

i

l

The following lemma demonstrates a general te hnique for onverting deterministi lower bounds into
randomized ones.

i

i

l

Lemma 2.1. Let

be a lower bound on the

ratio of any deterministi

ompetitive

algorithm for unrelated as-

signment of temporary tasks. If

an be proven with an

adversarial strategy of jobs in whi h ea h job has an admissible set of at most
bound of

k

on the

k ma

hines, then there is a lower

ompetitive ratio of any randomized

on-line algorithm for the same problem.

Proof.

Omitted.

Theorem 2.2. Any online randomized algorithm for
the load balan ing of temporary tasks on unrelated mahines is

(m=(log m)2 )

ompetitive.

The onstru tion in Theorem 2.1 uses admissible
sets of at most log m ma hines. The theorem then
follows as a orollary of Lemma 2.1.
Proof.

2.2 Tight Results for the Related-Restri ted it. We will show a sequenpe of jobs for whi h ON would
Model
rea h a load of at least m, where OF F maintains a

The result in the previous se tion shows that approximating the unrelated ma hines model is almost infeasible. As an alternative to the unrelated ma hines
model we onsider the so alled related-restri ted model.
Here, ea h ma hine has its own speed and ea h job has
a weight and a set of admissible ma hines. However,
note that the lower bound presented in the last se tion
still applies here so approximating is still infeasible. We
show that by limiting the number of di erent ma hine
speeds to a onstant number, we an approximate the
problem better. Spe i ally, in the ase where only two
di erent ma hine speeds are involved we obtain the following tight result. More details will appear in the nal
version of the paper.
Theorem 2.3. Any online algorithm for the load bal-

f1; sg
(minfmaxfm=s; pmg; pmsg)
p p
O(minfmaxfm=s; mg; msg)
an ing of temporary tasks in the related-restri ted model
with

speeds

is

ompetitive.

In

addition,

there

exists

- ompetitive

rithm.

an

algo-

The same holds for randomized algorithms as

well.
Proof.

Omitted.

2.3 Tight Results for Restri ted Assignment

In this se tion we show that the greedy algorithm
whi h assigns a task to the least loaded admissible mahine (breaking ties arbitrarily) is optimal for restri ted
assignment of temporary tasks with unknown durations
when we have a small number of ma hines. This is in
ontrast to its non-optimal performan e for a general m.
We rst perform an analysis of the greedy algorithm,
whi h gives better upper bounds for small m. It an be
seen that greedy is optimal for the ase of two ma hines
and a hieves a ompetitive ratio of 2. We show that
it is also optimal for three, four and ve ma hines by
proving mat hing lower bounds.
Theorem 2.4. The
the

assignment

of

greedy

algorithm

temporary

tasks

assignment model for instan es where
Proof.

Omitted.

in

is

optimal

the

m  5.

for

restri ted

3 Tasks of Known Duration
Theorem 3.1. Any deterministi

on-line algorithm for

load-balan ing of temporary tasks with known durations

pm

in the restri ted assignment model has a
ratio of at least

ompetitive

.

Let ON be an on-line algorithm for the problem,
and let OF F be an optimal oine algorithm for solving

Proof.

load of one. First we des ribe the sequen e, and then
we prove the lower bound.
We denote the set of the rst pm ma hines by A,
and the set of the remaining ma hines by B . The i'th
ma hine in A (respe tively B ) will
be denoted by Ai
(respe tively,pBi ), for 1  i  pm (respe tively, for
1  i  m m).
We for e ON to assign pm jobs to a single ma hine
in B , or to assign m jobs to A (whi h onsists of only
p
m ma hines).
Our input sequen e only in ludes unit jobs and
onsists of at most m pmpphases. Ea h phase p
(p  1) onsists of at most m jobs. The j 'th job
in phase p (j  1) is admissible to two ma hines: Aj
and Bp . The exa t arrival and departure time of ea h
job will be des ribed later. The number of jobs arriving
in ea h phase is determined by the behavior of ON . As
long as ON assigns the jobs in phase p to Bp ,pjobs keep
arriving at that phase (up to the maximum of m jobs).
When ON assigns a job to a ma hine in A, the phase
ends (i.e. no more jobs arrive in this phase). Let Np
be the number of jobs whi h arrived in phase p. By
de nition, 1  Np  pm. The number of phasesp is
also determined by the behavior of ON . If Np = m
for a ertain phase p (i.e., ON assigns all the jobs of
that phase
to Bp ), then pthe sequen e stops. If phase
pm had
less than m jobs, then we bring one
m
more unit job (\extra job"), whi h will be restri ted to
the most loaded ma hine that ON has in A.
We now des ribe the arrival and departure times of
the jobs in ea h phase. We rst des ribe these times
for the rst phase, and then we indu tively de ne them
for the other phases. The length ofp the time
p interval
that our sequen e will use is T = m(m m+1) . Let
S1 = 0 and let T1 = T . The rst phase starts at time
S1 = 0. The jth job of phase 1 arrives at time j 1
(1  j  N1 ). Its departure time is jpTm1 .
For ea h phase p > 1, we indu tively de ne the
arrival and departure times of the jobs to be between
the departure times of the last two jobs of the previous
phase. For p  1, we de ne Tp+1 as the departure
time of the last (i.e. Np 'th) job of phase p. We also
de ne Sp+1 as the departure time of the Np 1'st job
of phase p. If Np = 1 then Sp+1 is equal to Sp . Ea h
phase p starts at time Sp , and only uses the time interval
[Sp ; Tp ℄. The arrival time of the j 'th job in phase p is
Sp +j 1, and its departure time is Sp + j(TpmS ) . Re all
that in ase Nm pm < pm we add one more unit job,
restri ted to the most loaded ma hine that ON has in
A. This \extra job" lasts just one time unit and arrives
p

p

at time Sm pm+1 . This ompletes the des ription of
our sequen e.
rst prove that ON a hieves a load of at least
pm We
for the above sequen e. We noti e that the rst
departure of a job in a ertain phase in our sequen e
o urs only after the arrival of the last job in that
phase. We will brie y explain this. The minimal
duration of a job in a phase
(i.e. the duration of the
rst job) is divided by pm in ea h phase.
Sin
pm)e the
p
(m
minimal duration in the rst phase is m
, the
minimal duration in the last phase (whi h is the
minimal
duration of any job during all our phases) is pmp. Sin e
all the jobs of a ertain phase arrive until the ( m 1)
moment of that phase, the rst departure always o urs
after the last arrival.
Therefore, when a job arrives all the previous jobs
of its phase are still a tive. This means that if ON
assigns all the jobs in phase
to ma hine Bp , then it
pmp(all
these jobs are a tive
rea hes a load of at least
together at time Sp + pm 1), and we are done.
In order to avoid this, ON must assign a job to A at
a ertain stage of ea h phase. By de nition, the phase
ends as soon as this happens. Re all that phase p + 1
starts when the Np 1'st job of phase p leaves, and ends
before the departure of the Np 'th job of phase p. So the
last job whi h arrived in phase p is the only a tive job
from phase p at the beginning of phase p + 1, and it
remains a tive throughout that phase (i.e. Tp  Tp+1
and Sp+1  Sp ). Indu tively, Tp 1  Tp and Sp  Sp 1 .
Thus, the last job of ea h of the phases 1; :::; p is still
a tive throughout phase p+1, and these last jobs are the
only jobs from phases 1; :::; p whi h are a tive at phase
p + 1. Re all that the last job in ea h phase is the job
that ON assigned to A. So at the beginning of phase p
(time Sp ), the a tive jobs are exa tly all the jobs that
ON assigned to A in phases 1:::(p 1). Summing
over
all the phases, on time pSm pm+1 , ON has m pm jobs
in A. There are only m ma hines in this set, so the
most p
loaded ma hine in A, ma hine Ai , has a load of at
least m 1. As we explained before, the \extra job"
now arrives, and an only be assigned to ma hine Ai .
This
pm. makes the load of ON on that ma hine at least
Now we will des ribe the assignment of algorithm
OF F . The strategy of OF F is simple. When the j 'th
job of phase p arrives, it an be assigned either to a
ma hine from A, Aj , or to a ma hine from B , Bp . If
ON assigns the job to the ma hine in B , then OF F
assigns it to the ma hine in A. If ON assigns it to the
ma hine in A, then OF F assigns it to the ma hine in
B . If the \extra job" arrives, then OF F assigns it to
its admissible ma hine.
Let us onsider now the load of OF F . At the

beginning of phase p, OF F has no a tive jobs in A, sin e
we saw that ON has no a tive jobs in B . OF F has one
a tive job on ea h of the ma hines B1 ; :::; Bp 1 , sin e
ON has one a tive job from ea h phase in A. During
phase p, as long as ON assigns jobs to Bp , OF F assigns
ea h of them to a di erent ma hine in A (whi h was
empty at the beginning of the phase). When ON assigns
a job to A, OF F assigns it to Bp (whi h is empty), and
the phase ends (so no other job will be assigned to Bp ).
Therefore, OF F maintains a load of 1 throughout the
phases. At time Sm pm+1 , OF F has one a tive job
on ea h ma hine in B (one job from ea h phase), and
no jobs in A. So it an assign the \extra job" to Ai
without ex eeding the maximum load of 1. Thus we
have rea hed the required ompetitive ratio.
Let us denote the total length of the time interval
used by the input sequen e by T . The result above also
applies when we limit the length T of the sequen e and
when we allow randomization to be used. The results
are summarized in the next two theorems:
Theorem 3.2. Any deterministi

on-line algorithm for

load-balan ing of temporary tasks with known durations

q

p
T < m(m

in the restri ted assignment model has a

(

tio of at least

log T
log log T

)

, for any

pm+1)

ompetitive ra.

Note that this lower bound is at most pm for this
range of T .
p
For any T = pxx x+1 where x  m, we an
learly apply the exa t steps of the previous proof,
limiting ourselves to the rst x ma hines instead of using
all the
hines. We will have a sequen e withpat most
pxmaphases,
ea h of them havingpat most x jobs,
x
and we will obtain a lower bound
q oflog Tx. We an easily
p
see that in this ase: x = ( log log T ). This means
pm(m pm+1) ), we have a lower bound
that for
any
T
<
q
of ( logloglogT T ), as required.
Proof.

Theorem 3.3. A

randomized

on-line

algorithm

for

solving the problem of restri ted assignment of tempo-

pm

rary tasks with known durations

p
q logmT(m
( log log T )

pm+1)

petitive ratio smaller than

T <

1
2

annot a hieve a
.

no algorithm

om-

Moreover, for any
an be better than

- ompetitive.

Note that in Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 admissible
sets ontain at most two ma hines. The results follow
by using Lemma 2.1.
Proof.

4 O -line Temporary Assignment
4.1 Fixed Number of Ma hines

We brie y des ribe the polynomial-time approximation s heme and leave the details to the appendix.
We begin with s aling the weights of the jobs, in order to limit the possible range of the optimal maximum
load. It is well-known that we an a hieve an approximation ratio of m simply by assigning ea h job to its
fastest ma hine. We will refer to this simple algorithm
as \Fastest-Assign". We apply this algorithm to our input, and denote the maximum load rea hed by l. Now
we multiply ea h of our jobs' weights by ml . This assures us that the optimal maximum load is in the range
[1; m℄. Note that this s aling requires only linear time.
The algorithm then follows with ve phases: the
weight-rounding and grouping phase, the time- rounding phase, the ombining phase, the solving phase and
the onverting phase. In the rst phase, the weights
of the jobs are rounded upwards, and then they are
divided into a large number of subsets based on their
rounded weights, as will be explained later. Next the
time-rounding phase is applied to ea h of these subsets.
This phase a tually onsists of two subphases. In the
rst subphase the jobs' a tive time is extended: some
jobs will arrive earlier, others will depart later. In the
se ond subphase, the a tive time is again extended but
ea h job is extended in the opposite dire tion to whi h
it was extended in the rst subphase. The ombining phase is also applied to ea h subset separately. In
this phase the algorithm ombines several jobs from the
same subset into jobs with higher load ve tor oordinates. In the solving phase, we nd an optimal solution
for the modi ed problem (the solving is performed for
all the jobs together). The solution we found an be
onverted into a solution for the original problem in the
onverting phase, whi h is again applied separately to
ea h subset.
Theorem 4.1. The
Appendix

O(n1+
Proof.

A.1

is

algorithm
a

PTAS
+1)m log m

6 m7 (dlog1+ (m=)e

)

des ribed
running

in

in
time

.

Omitted.

4.2 Non-Fixed Number of Ma hines

 < 2, there does not exist
-approximation algorithm for restri ted
assignment of temporary tasks unless P = NP .

Theorem 4.2. For every

In this se tion we onsider oine load-balan ing of
temporary tasks on a non- xed number of unrelated
ma hines. We show that no polynomial approximation
algorithm an a hieve an approximation ratio smaller
than 2, unless P = NP . We prove this lower bound for
the spe ial ase of restri ted assignment (so it obviously
holds for the general ase of any unrelated ma hines as
well).

a polynomial

We use a redu tion from the 3-dimensionalmat hing problem (3DM ), whi h is known to be NPomplete. In that problem, we are given three sets of
elements, B, G, and H, ea h of them of size n (B =
b1 ; :::; bn, G = g1 ; :::; gn , H = h1 ; :::; hn ). We are also
given a set S = T1 ; :::; Tm of m triplets, S  B  G  H .
These are the possible mat hings of 3 elements from
B,G, and H. The goal is to de ide whether there exists a
mat hing for all the elements of B,G,
and H, i.e. a subset
of S , S 0 , su h that jS 0 j = n and ST 2S0 Ti = B [ G [ H .
Given an instan e to the 3DM problem we onstru t an
instan e for our problem. For ea h triplet Ti , we have a
ma hine mi . All our jobs are of weight 1, and our total
time interval will be of length 3 (from time 0 until time
3). Our rst type of jobs will be \element jobs" (one
job for ea h element), as des ribed hereafter. For ea h
element bi 2 B , we will have a job whi h arrives at time
0, departs at time 1, and is admissible to a ma hine
mk if and only if bi 2 Tk . For ea h element gi 2 G,
we will have a job whi h arrives at time 1, departs at
time 2, and is admissible to a ma hine mk if and only if
gi 2 Tk . Finally, for ea h element hi 2 H , we will have
a job whi h arrives at time 2, departs at time 3, and is
admissible to a ma hine mk if and only if hi 2 Tk . Our
se ond type of jobs will onstitute of m n \dummy
jobs", whi h arrive at time 0, depart at time 3, and are
admissible to all the ma hines.
We prove that there is an assignment with a maximum load of 1, if and only if there is a solution to
the 3DM problem. Suppose there is a 3DM , S 0 =
fTi1 ; :::; Ti g. Then for ea h Ti 2 S 0 , we assign to the
ma hine mi the 3 \element jobs" whi h orrespond to
the 3 elements of Ti . They are admissible to mi , beause this is how we de ned our assignment restri tions.
Also noti e that they are a tive in di erent times, so the
ma hine maintains a load of 1. This way we assign the
3n \element jobs" to n of the ma hines. We assign the
m n \dummy jobs" to the other m n ma hines,
one job on ea h ma hine. They are admissible on any
ma hine, and have a weight of 1 ea h. Therefore, this
assignment maintains a maximum load of 1 as required.
Now, assume that there is an assignment having a
maximum load of 1. The m n \dummy jobs" must
have been assigned to m n di erent ma hines (if there
is more than one \dummy job" on a ma hine, then
its load is bigger than 1). A \dummy job" is a tive
during our entire time interval, so a ma hine whi h has
a \dummy job" on it annot have any other job assigned
to it. Therefore, the 3n \element jobs" must have been
assigned to the remaining n ma hines. Ea h of these
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ma hines mi1 ; :::; mi must have one a tive \element
job" on it at ea h moment (sin e the total volume of
the \element jobs" is 3n). This means that ea h of
these ma hines, mi , has a job whi h orresponds to an
element of B assigned to it, a job whi h orresponds
to an element of G assigned to it, and a job whi h
orresponds to an element of H assigned to it (this is the
only possibility to have an a tive \element job" at ea h
moment). A ording to our assignment restri tions,
these 3 elements from B,G, and H must be in luded in
the triplet Ti . All of the \element jobs" were assigned,
so ST Ti = B [ G [ H , and therefore Ti1 ; :::; Ti is a
3DM .
The above redu tion shows that any approximation
algorithm for our problem with an approximation ratio
stri tly less than 2 solves the 3DM problem. Hen e, we
have proven the theorem.
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A Appendix
A.1 A P T AS for temporary assignment of unrelated tasks

We denote the sequen e of events by  = 1 ; :::; 2n ,
where ea h event is an arrival or a departure of a job; we
assume that at ea h time only one job arrives or departs.
Sin e all the events are known at the beginning, we view

 as a sequen e of times, the time i is the moment after
the i'th event happened. In addition, 0 denotes the
moment at the beginning, before the arrival of the rst
job. We assume without loss of generality that m  2
(otherwise the approximation ratio is always 1).
Let 0 > 0 be the pre ision required by the PTAS.
We assume that 0 < 1. We hoose  = 0 =7, and x the
following 3 onstants:

= mdlog ne  (dlog ( m )e + 1)m
1+ 
4
2
= m2 = m3 dlog ne  (dlog ( m )e + 1)m
2

=

2
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= m5 dlog ne  (dlog ( m )e + 1)m
1+ 

Phase 1: The weight-rounding and grouping
phase. We start by des ribing the weight-rounding

and grouping phase. For ea h job j , we denote by Wj
the load that j auses on its fastest ma hine: Wj =
mini (wj (i)). We will refer to Wj as the \min-weight"
of the job j . We de ne the \relative speed" ve tor of job
j , vj by: vj (i) = wj (i)=Wj , for 1  i  m. Note that
vj (i)  1. We now perform a rounding of the ve tor
vj and obtain the rounded \relative speed" ve tor vj0 .
For ea h 1  i  m, if vj (i)  m=, then vj0 (i) = 1,
and we will refer to ma hine i as an \illegal ma hine"
for job j . Otherwise, we obtain vj0 (i) by rounding vj (i)
upwards to the nearest power of 1+, and we will refer to
ma hine i as a \legal ma hine" for job j . Note that ea h
oordinate of the ve tor vj0 may have dlog(1+) ( m )e + 1
possible values, sin e its value is either 1 or a power
of (1 + ) between 1 and m=. Now we de ne a new
loads ve tor for the job j , wj0 , by: wj0 (i) = Wj  vj0 (i), for
1  i  m. In this we ompleted the rounding of the
weights.
Next we divide the jobs into subsets a ording to
their v0 ve tor. This division splits the jobs into at
most (dlog1+ ( m )e + 1)m subsets, sin e ea h of the m
oordinates of that ve tor may have (dlog1+ ( m )e + 1)
possible values, as we noted before. This ompletes the
des ription of the rst phase.
Phase 2: The time-rounding phase. This
phase is similar to the time-rounding phase des ribed
by [8℄. We will apply this phase separately to ea h
subset of jobs Jv0 (having the same \relative speeds"
ve tor v0 ).
In order to des ribe the time-rounding phase with
its two subphases, we start with de ning partitions of
ea h subset Jv0 , based on whi h the rounding will be
performed. The set Rv0 ontains all jobs with Wj 
out of the jobs in Jv0 .
From now on, we x v0 in the des ription of this

phase, and refer to Jv0 as J and to Rv0 as R. All the
following de nitions are made for these xed J and R.
We begin by de ning a partition fJi g of the set of
jobs J R. We set M1 = J R and de ne sets Ji
and Mi iteratively as follows. Let Mi be a set of jobs
and onsider the sequen e of times in  in whi h jobs
of Mi arrive and depart. The number of su h times is
2r for some r, let i be any time between the r'th and
the r + 1-st elements in that set. The set Ji ontains
the jobs in Mi that are a tive at time i . The set M2i
ontains the jobs in Mi that depart before or at i and
the set M2i+1 ontains the jobs in Mi that arrive after
i . We stop when all unpro essed Mi 's are empty. The
important property of that partition is that the set of
jobs from J R that are a tive at a ertain time is
partitioned into at most dlog ne di erent sets Ji .
We ontinue by further partitioning the set Ji . We
order the jobs a ording to their arrival time. We
denote the smallest pre x of the jobs whose total minweight is at least by Si1. We order the same jobs
a ording to their departure time. We take the smallest
suÆx whose min-weight is at least and denote that
set by Ti1 . Note that there might be jobs that are
both in Si1 and Ti1 . We remove the jobs in Si1 [ Ti1
from Ji , repeat the pro ess withk thek jobs left in Ji and
similarly de ne Si2 , Ti2, . . . , Si ; Ti . Ea h set Si and
Ti has total min-weight between and + , ex ept
for the last pair whi h may have smaller min-weight
than . However, if the last pair
has smaller minweight than , then it satis es Sik = Tik . We denote
by sji the arrival time of the rst job in Sij and by tji
the departure time of the last job in Tij . Note that
s1i  s2i  :::  ski  i  tki  :::  t2i  t1i .
The rst subphase of the time-rounding phase reates a new set of jobs J 0 whi h ontains the same jobs
as in J with slightly longer a tive times. We hange the
arrival time of all the jobs in Sij for j = 1; :::; ki to sji .
Also, we hange the departure time of all the jobs in Tij
to tji . The jobs in R are left un hanged. We denote the
sets resulting from the rst subphase by J 0 , Ji0 , S 0 ji , T 0ji .
The se ond subphase of the time-rounding phase
further extends the a tive time of the jobs resulting from
the rst subphase. We take one of the sets Ji0 and the
partition we de ned earlier to S 0 1i [ T 01i , S 0 2i [ T 02i , . . .,
S 0 ki [ T 0ki . For every j  ki , we order the jobs in S 0 ji
a ording to an in reasing order of departure times. We
take the smallest pre x of this ordering whose total minweight is at least . We extend the departure time of all
the jobs in that pre x to the departure time of the last
job in that pre x. The pro ess is repeated until there
are no more jobs in S 0 ji . The last pre x may have a minweight of less than . Similarly, we extend the arrival
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times of jobs in T 0ji . Note that if the total min-weight
of either S 0 ki or T 0ki is smaller than then S 0 ki = T 0ki
and these jobs are left un hanged sin e they already
have identi al arrival and departure times from the rst
phase. We denote the jsets resulting
from the se ond
subphase by J 00 , Ji00 , S 00 i , T 00 ji .
Phase 3: The ombining phase. This phase
involves the load ve tors of the jobs. It is also applied
to ea h subset Jv000 separately, so we again x v0 in the
des ription of this phase and refer to Jv000 as J 00 . Let Jst00
be the set of jobs in J 00 that arrive at s and depart
at t. Assume the total min-weight of jobs in Jst00 is
x. The ombining phase repla es these jobs by dx= e
jobs, whi h have a load-ve tor of  v0 . Note that the
maximum nite weight in their loads ve tor may be
m
 . We denote the resulting sets by Jst000 . The set J 000

is reated by repla Sing every Jst00 with its orresponding
Jst000 , that is, J 000 = s;t Jst000 .
Phase 4: The solving phase. This phase solves
the modi ed de ision problem, i.e. it solves the problem
after ea h subset Jv0 has been repla ed by a modi ed
subset Jv0000 . The solving phase is performed on e for all
the jobs together (not for ea h Jv0000 subset separately).
We solve the modi ed de ision problem by building a
layered graph. Every time i , i = 0; : : : ; 2n, in whi h
jobs arrive or depart (in luding the initial state with
no job) has its own set of verti es alled a layer. Ea h
layer holds a vertex for every possible assignment of
the urrent a tive jobs to ma hines (ex ept assignments
of weight 1); furthermore, we label ea h node by the
maximum load of a ma hine in that on guration.
Two verti es of adja ent layers i 1 and i , i =
1; : : : ; 2n, are onne ted by an edge if the transition
from one assignment of the a tive jobs to the other is
onsistent with the arrival and departure of jobs at time
i . More pre isely, the verti es are onne ted if and only
if every job a tive both before and after i is assigned to
the same ma hine in the assignments of both verti es.
At ea h event, jobs either arrive or depart but not both
(due to the assumption at the beginning that all the
original events are distin t; during rounding we do not
mix arrival and departure events). If i is an arrival, the
indegree of all verti es in the layer i is 1, sin e the new
on guration determines the old one. Similarly if i is a
departure, the outdegree of all verti es in the layer i 1
is 1. In both ases, the number of edges between two
layers is linear in the number of verti es on these layers.
It follows that the total number of edges is linear in the
number of verti es.
We de ne a value of a path as the maximal value
of its nodes. Now we an simply nd a path with
smallest value from the rst layer to the last one by
any shortest path algorithm in linear time (sin e the
i
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graph is layered).

Phase 5: The onverting phase. In this phase
the algorithm onverts the assignment found for the
modi ed problem into an assignment for the original
problem. This phase is performed separately for the
jobs in ea h of the subsets Jv0000 . Ea h assignment of
the jobs of a modi ed subset Jv0000 is onverted into an
assignment for the jobs of subset Jv0 , whi h is also an
assignment for the original problem. Again we x v0
throughout the des ription of this phase, and refer to
Jv0000 as J 000 . Assume the number of jobs having Wj =
in Jst000 that are assigned to a ertain ma hine i is ri .
Remove these jobs and assign all the jobs having Wj 
in Jst00 to the ma hines su h that a total weight of at most
(ri + 1)  v0 (i) is assigned to ma hine i.
Note that all the jobs will be assigned that way. The
repla ement involves jobs whose min-weight is at most
. We know that the total min-weight of these jobs is
at most  Pmi=1 ri .
If they made a load of (ri + 1)v0 (i) on ea h of
the ma hines, then it would mean
that their total minweight was at least  (m + Pmi=1 ri ). So it is possible
to assign all these jobs so that they will make a load of
at most (ri + 1)  v0 (i) on ea h ma hine i.
The assignment for J 00 is also an assignment for J 0
and J . An assignment for J is also an assignment for
the original problem.

